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law so changed as to make it amenable to its wishes, It
has no right whatever to secede from the union when once
the entire people of that union have formed that central
body. For if this right of secession be conceded to the
recalcitrant states the whole polity loses its stability
and there is no certainty where this disruption might lead
to. In a truly federal union — properly formed after
exploring all avenues of community of interests and finding
them more strong than points of conflict — there cannot
frequently arise grave disputes which may compel a part to
go out of it. In fact, whenever the union breaks up after
the secession of a part, it must be presumed that the union
was from its nature not federal but only an alliance- Thus
we conclude that once a federation has been formed after
the states so federating have taken into consideration all the
implications of such a union the states have no right of
secession from it. The practical working of this aspect of
the union will be discussed in later chapters while dealing
with the growth of federalism.
But apart from all these orthodox theories and legal
arguments there are overwhelming forces in practical life,
whose increasing volume definitely reacts upon and alters
substantially all that flows from these theories,   It may be
that what these theorists and political philosophers thought
and expressed is applicable to certain cases or even
influences our view of state and government, at one time or
another.   And it is undoubtedly true that all political
philosophers were thinking of their particular ages and their
environments were materially forming their views.    But to
modern life their views are of little importance.   Science has
altered not only the internal life of a nation by introducing
new factors^*?, g. labour, capital  and other economic and
social institutions, but it has also altered international
policy,   NTo nation can now think entirely of its own self
a§ it is no 1 onger self-oor^ta.iuedf   It depends considerably

